DP General Membership
Florida League of IB Schools
June 15, 2018
TradeWinds Resort, St Pete Beach, FL
Topic
Call to order

Language B Changes
Anna O’Brien

Action
Anuj Saran. Self-Introductions.
Start teaching 2018, first testing 2020.
Three areas of change
Aims and Objectives-Not much change
Topics—Now you have 5 prescribed topics
Text Types: 3 categories: Personal, professional and mass media now
IA is now: Interactive orals are gone as far as IA. It’s only the IO.
External: P1 is writing, P2 is reading and listening. There was no info on
logistics of the learning.
Language Acquisition Aims have changed to stress ATL and the core of the
big blue circle.
International mindedness—consciousness and consideration
IB wants to incorporate ToK, CAS and EE into classes. Learner Profile
focused on.
Approaches to Teaching and Learning—appear at the center of the
programme
ToK, CAS and EE will be brought into the class. Think globally, act locally.
How to tie it to Foreign Language?
There are 5 required themes.
HL—short stories, poems etc. Pick two works. Should be using poems and
short stories from grade 9 onward. Basis for IO is literature.
Language B Assessment—External Assessment=75%, IA=25%. P1=25%,
P2=50%.
She advised that teachers should read the new Guide.

Grants
Elections

Legislative Update

Using a new online system. Timeline will be the same.
Nominations were taken for Chair Elect as well as Head of School for the
Executive Board. Voting in September.
Added three MYP courses PE 1, 2 and 3.
Crosswalks are still on the website and are updated in Sept.
Counselling for Future Education Handbook is where we find info on what
constitutes “successful completion” of the IB curriculum. Eligible for an IB
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Diploma is the standard that students have to meet to graduate (Bc they
have a waiver for regular grad requirements). At the time of graduation,
are they eligible to earn their diploma? Some Districts may have their own
requirements. Karen is going to check on that.
Any movement on getting ENC 1101 credit for the Lit test? Not yet. Waiting
for curriculum changes.
What about verbiage being added to allow ToK teachers and coordinators to
get the bonus? The lobbyist advises not to touch that piece of legislation.
He believes it could back fire. Anuj will send out the matrix that was
developed. The decision to pursue it would be made by the Exec Board.
Remember that the DP is the only program that gets funding.

Workshop Update

Scholarship

College Relations

Question about what the new math courses will be named in the DOE.
Suggested that it be Math Studies Y1, Math Studies Y2 etc. But of course
with new names. Karen pointed out that this might help us, but it won’t be
clear to universities.
Workshop proposals for 2019: Normal ones, plus June 2019: Sports
Exercise and Health, Film, Literature and Performance, Classical Languages
and Geography. Dec 2019: Same, plus, ATL, CP Coordination, Psych,
Understanding Leadership. FLIBS was denied Cat 1 Admin, English Lit, Cat 2
Admin, Bio, Lang and Lit. Basically didn’t let us double up on some things.
June 2019 is first offering of new math curriculum.
No meeting, but moving to a new online application. Similar timeline.
Supposed to be very simple
Cecil Lunsford reports that NYU, and other possibilities. Perhaps Penn and
FAMU. Working on streamlining the questionnaire they are going to ask.
FSU seemed a little harder to get in to. They had
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